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World’s First Volumetric Video Conference (point clouds) over a Public 5G Network: a medical emergency example


November 9, 2020November 9, 2020VRTogetherEvents, News			








VRTogether was present at VRDays Europe 2020, showcasing the world’s first live 3D video conference, using point clouds, over a commercial 5G network. VRTogether partners CWI and Sound presented a live demo to demonstrate the potential of the platform for emergency healthcare services. The demo showcased volumetric video conferencing (based on point clouds) between a doctor, in a medical examination room, and an (acting) injured patient outside in the street.
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The doctor was captured at the VRDays stage using Azure Kinect cameras. In the same stage the experience was captured by a virtual camera, projected on a big screen and broadcasted in real time. The patient joined the session outside near Science Park in Amsterdam, was captured with a Samsung S20 Ultra 5G smartphone, and streamed over the standard 5G network of KPN in real-time.

The capture application on the phone uses the depth and color cameras to capture depth and color frames. After applying some alignment transformations, a point cloud is computed using the information on both frames. For the demo, we used a depth resolution of 240×180 pixels which turned into an average of 20.000 points per frame. The streaming was performed at 20fps, which turns into a 51.2 Mbits/second stream, too big for streaming over a 4G network (typical uploading velocity around 25Mbits/s), but enough for a 5G network (even at 700MHz).













	Depth resolution	max points	bytes/point	bytes header	bytes body	TOTAL bytes/frame	fps	Mbytes/s	Mbits/s
	240×180	20000	16	24	320000	320024	20	6.40	51.20















[image: ]Capturing point clouds from a mobile phone









[image: ]Characteristics of the 5G Network around Science Park in Amsterdam










The VRTogether platform was used for orchestrating the experience. In the project we have developed an end-to-end pipeline for the delivery of volumetric video, as point clouds. The platform has three unique characteristics: it provides a real-time experience, so we can explore new forms of communication and collaboration using volumetric video; it allows for optimization mechanism based on the context of interaction and human behavior; and it is extensible so the technical components (capturing, compression, delivery, rendering) can be customized depending on the needs of the interaction. The platform uses an award winning compression algorithm for point clouds developed by the Distributed and Interactive Systems group at CWI.
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VRDays is the leading European conference and exhibition on Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality content, creativity and innovation. The event took place at Amsterdam’s De Kromhouthal on Wednesday, 4th of November.

CWI’s Distributed and Interactive Systems research group focuses on facilitating and improving the way people access media and communicate with others and with the environment. They address key problems for society and science, resulting from the dense connectivity of content,  people, and devices. The group uses recognized scientific methods, following a full-stack, experimental, and human-centered approach.

Sound helps people and businesses grow and prosper by unlocking their digital potential. They enable their customers to figure out technology through education & training, experiments and scaling new business models in order to lead their own way forward. Sound especially focuses on The future of Work, The future of Ethics, The future of Trust and the The future of Mobility. In this way VR is a perfect crossover in between the domain work and mobility.



















Come and follow us in this VR journey with i2CAT, CWI, TNO, CERTH, Artanim, Viaccess-Orca, TheMo and Motion Spell.
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This project has been funded by the European Commission as part of the H2020 program, under the grant agreement 762111.
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MPEG Meeting #126: Virtual Reality has the wind in its sails May 31, 2019
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3D Character Creation for Interactive VR April 22, 2020
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How The Irishman revolutionized VFX March 3, 2020
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Privacy Overview
                
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



            







Necessary                            


Necessary


Always Enabled                         



Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
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Non-necessary

                        



Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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